See more to secure more.

Reactive security protocols are a thing of the past. Take control of your security operations to proactively secure your business.

What is security leadership up against?

$4.45M

- The average cost of a ransomware attack, not including the cost of the ransom.

83%

- Everyone is a target of organizations have experienced more than one data breach.

37%

- Alert fatigue is getting worse for IT and security pros say their security environment is more difficult now due to increasing volume and complexity of alerts.

Breach Protection gets you there by:

- Stop threats more effectively than anyone else by pairing human intuition with AI and automation.

- Breach Protection is bolstered by threat researchers and powered algorithms.

- 500 security events observed daily.

- 550B security events observed annually.

A better SOC experience makes for a more secure business.

With Cisco Breach Protection Suite, security teams can stop threats such as ransomware, phishing, malware, and insider threats across their endpoints, email, network, and cloud environments.

Explore Breach Protection